
Year 1 Home Learning Suggested English Activities – week beginning 20th April 2020 

 

What you are learning to do Suggested activities you can do 
Write a postcard to your teacher.  Well, we would just be coming back from the Spring holidays now! We would be sharing our news and 

chatting about what we did and who we saw. I know lots of us will not have even stepped out of the front 
door in the last month, so can you get that imagination going?  

 Write a postcard about where you want to go to the very most. The beach, the prom, even the 
moon!  

 Tell us all about what you saw while you were there, what you could smell and hear.  

 Challenge – Could you ask us a question at the end?  

Create a list of rhymes.  Remember when we read Oi Frog!? We thought of lots of words to rhyme with the animals. Can you now 
create your own list of rhymes for these words? If you have any of the other books in the ‘oi’ series have 
a look at them too and spot the rhymes. 
said       like     car     book      funny       sea 
If you want to hear the book being read go to 
https://www.youtubekids.com/watch?v=nHpuvoJ3r_4&hl=en-GB 

Create your own rhyming poem. Reread or relisten to Oi Frog! using the link above. Now you have practised finding rhymes you can 
write your own poem called Oi You!  

 Read the beginning of each sentence.  

 Think of a rhyming word to end it. 

 Write your idea.  

 Remember to add a full stop to each sentence. 
Frogs sit on ___________________ 
Cats sit on ________________ 
Pigs sit on _______________ 
Bugs sit on _________________ 
Moles sit on ________________ 
Bees sit on ______________ 

 You do not need to choose these animals, think of any that you like!  

These activities are not compulsory, please do not feel that you have to do all or even any of them. 

 

There are also some writing activities and hints on the Home Learning Overview page. Click here. 
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